We use 16 quarters of the Kepler mission data to analyze the transit timing variations (TTVs) of the extrasolar planet . Our dynamical fits confirm that the TTVs of this planet (period P = 33.648 
INTRODUCTION
More than 3300 exoplanets have been discovered with the Kepler and K2 missions, and almost 16% of these are in multi-transiting planetary systems with at least two confirmed planets (exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu) The detection of these exoplanets was possible because they have nearly edge-on orbits and pass in front of the star, thus producing a dip in the photometric light curve. The analysis of the transit light curve allows scientists to determine the planetary to stellar radius ratio (R P /R ⋆ ), the inclination of the planetary orbit (i P ), the transit duration (t D ), and the time of mid-transit (t C ) (e.g., Seager & Mallén-Ornelas 2003 , Carter et al. 2008 .
In multi-planetary systems, the mutual gravitational perturbation between planets can be detectable under certain conditions. For example, the mid-transit time t C of consecutive transits of the same planet may not occur exactly on constant ephemeris. Instead, due to the gravitational perturbations from planetary companions, t C values can display non linear trends called Transit Timing Variations (TTVs). In some cases, it is also possible to measure variations of t D , known as the Transit Duration Variations (TDVs), which can also be attributed to the gravitational perturbations.
The dynamical analysis of TTVs can yield a comprehensive characterization of orbits and also the planetary masses, or at least provide certain limits (Miralda-Escudé 2002 , Agol et al. 2005 , Holman & Murray 2005 . The TTVs have been primarily used to confirm and characterize the systems of multi-transiting planets (Holman et al. 2010 , Lissauer et al. 2011 , Steffen et al. 2012 , Xie 2014 ), but they can also be used to detect and characterize non-transiting planets (Ballard et al. 2011 , Nesvorný et al. 2012 , 2013 , 2014 , Dawson et al. 2014 , Mancini et al. 2016 . In fact, if the radial velocity measurements are not available, the observation and analysis of TTVs provide the only way currently available to determine masses. When the mass determination is combined with the planetary radius estimate from the transit light curve, this results in a planetary density estimate, and hence allows scientists to develop internal structure models (e.g. Guillot & Gautier 2015) .
In this work, we focus on the Kepler-46 system (KOI-872). The first analysis of the light curve of Kepler-46 showed the presence of a candidate planet, currently known as Kepler-46b, with a 33.6 day period and radius consistent with a Saturn-class planet (Borucki et al. 2011) . Nesvorný et al. (2012) measured and analyzed the TTVs and TDVs of 15 transits from Kepler quarters 1-6. They found that the TTVs can be best explained if Kepler-46b is a member of a twoplanet system with the planetary companion, Kepler-46c, having a non-transiting orbit on outside of Kepler-46b. The TTVs analysis provided two possible solutions for the orbital parameters of the two planets, but one of these solutions was discarded by Nesvorný et al. because it produced significant TDVs, which were not observed. The preferred solution indicates a nearly coplanar (I mut ≃ 1 • ) and nearly circular (e ≃ 0.01) orbits, and M c = 0.376
The mass of Kepler-46b was not constrained from TTVs/TDVs, but an upper limit of M b < 6 M J was determined from the stability analysis.
Here, we reanalyzed the Kepler-46 system using 35 transits from Kepler quarters. The transit analysis and dynamical fits were executed using MultiNest (Feroz et al. 2009 (Feroz et al. , 2013 , which is an efficient tool based on the Bayesian inference method. We were able to better determine the orbital parameters and masses of the two planets. The mass of Kepler46b was determined here from TTVs for the first time. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe the light curve analysis to obtain the mid-transit times and transit parameters of Kepler-46b. In Section 3, we discuss the dynamical analysis. The results are reported in Section 4. The last section is devoted to the conclusions.
LIGHT CURVE ANALYSIS AND TRANSIT TIMES
Before a dynamical analysis can be conducted, the transit times and durations of each event need to be inferred. This, in turn, requires us to first detrend the Kepler photometry and then fit the transits with an appropriate model. For this task, we use a similar approach to that described in Teachey et al. (2017) , which is essentially a modified version of the approach described in Kipping et al. (2013) .
The broad overview is that we remove long-term trends from the Kepler simple aperture photometry with the CoFiAM algorithm described in Kipping et al. (2013) . Essentially, CoFiAM is a cosine filter designed to not disturb the transit of interest but remove present longer-period trends. A pre-requisite for using CoFiAM is that the time and duration of each transit are already approximately known. Since this system is known to exhibit strong variations in both, this poses a catch-22 problem for us.
Following Teachey et al. (2017) , we remedy the problem by conducting an initial detrending using approximate estimates for the times and a fixed duration taken from Nesvorný et al. (2014) . This data are then fitted (as we will describe later) to provide revised estimates for the times and durations. These revised times and durations are then used as inputs for a second attempt at detrending the original Kepler data using CoFiAM again. This iteration process allows for self-consistent inference of the basic transit parameters.
Initially, we take into account the 40 transit events available for Kepler-46b (e.g. Holczer et al. 2016) . However, one of such transit (corresponding to cycle 5) is found to have inadequately detrended data, which is identified by visual inspection of the light curve. Four other events (corresponding to cycles 0, 10, 16, and 28) are found to have insufficient temporal coverage
1 . There are several reasons that this might happen. At first, safe modes and data downlinks cause genuine gaps in the time series. At the next level, any Kepler time stamp with an error flag not set to 0 is removed by CoFiAM. Then, CoFiAM puts a smoothed moving median through the data and looks for 3σ outliers caused by sharp flux changes or some other weird behavior. Stitching problems among the quarters can also cause apparent sharp flux changes, and if we do not have enough usable data around the transit, then the event will also have data chopped this way. At last, the detrending of an event can fail giving a poor detrending, so we perform a second round of outlier cleaning that which may eventually lead to most of the data for that event being removed. In the end, we keep only 35 transits for which visual inspection of the light curve indicates that we would be able to get reliable time estimates (Table 1) .
The actual fitting process, which is ultimately repeated twice, is conducted using MultiNest coupled to a Mandel & Agol (2002) light curve model. We assume freely fitted quadratic limb-darkening coefficients, using the prescription of Kipping (2013) , and allow each transit to have a unique mid-transit time but a common set of basic shape parameters (i.e. a common duration). While 20 of the transits were short cadence, 15 were long cadence requiring re-sampling using the technique of Kipping (2010) , for which we used N resam = 30.
Since each transit requires a unique free parameter, this leads to a very large number of free parameters in the final fit (35 just for the times alone). For computational expedience, we split the light curve into 4 segments of 10 transits each, with 5 for the last segment. Each segment is independent of the others, but assumes internally consistent shape parameters. Rather than freely fitting each event, this allows for the transit template to be well constrained such that the mid-transit time precision is improved. We refer to the above model of segments of transits as model M S .
As we did in Nesvorný et al. (2014) , we also try fitting each transit completely independently, but fixing the limbdarkening coefficients to the same as those used in Nesvorný et al. (2014) . This allows for TDVs to be inferred as well as TTVs, but generally increases the credible interval of the TTV posteriors due to the much weaker information about the transit shape available. In what follows, we refer to this model as M I .
DYNAMICAL ANALYSIS OF TRANSIT TIMES
Following Nesvorný et al. (2012) , we proceed by searching for a dynamical model that can explain the measured transit times. At variance with Nesvorný et al., we do not fit the TTVs but we directly fit the mid-transit times, which is expected to be a more accurate procedure. The results presented in the following are based on the mid-transit times from model M I (Table 1) . We have performed similar computations using model M S and verified that the results are indistinguishable within their 1-σ uncertainties.
To perform the dynamical fit, we assume a model of two planet and we use a modified version of the efficient symplectic integrator SWIFT (Levison & Duncan 1994) , adapted to record the mid-transit times of any transiting planet (Nesvorný et al. 2013 , Deck et al. 2014 . MultiNest is then used to perform the model selection and to estimate the best-fit values of the dynamical parameters with their errors. 
MultiNest applies the Bayes rule (Appendix A) to determine the values of the 12 parameters of the model that are necessary to reproduce the observed mid-transit times. The method provides the posterior distributions of these 12 parameters, namely, the planet-over-star mass ratios (M b /M ⋆ , M c /M ⋆ ), the orbital periods (P b , P c ), the eccentricities (e b , e c ), the longitudes of periastron (̟ b , ̟ c ), the mean longitude and impact parameter of the non-transiting planet (λ c , b c ), the difference of the nodal longitudes of the two planets (Ω c − Ω b ), and the difference between the mid-transit time reference epoch (τ = 55053.2826 BJD) and the mid-transit time of the nearest transit (δt). This latter parameter gives us the information about the mean longitude of the transiting body at the reference epoch (λ b = λ b,0 − 2π δt/P b , where λ b,0 is the mean longitude at mid-transit time). The initial value of the impact parameter of ) is fixed at the value determined from the transit fit. We use the transit reference system from Nesvorný et al. (2012) , where the reference plane is the plane defined by b = 0, the origin of longitudes is at the line of sight, and the nodal longitude of Kepler-46b (Ω b ) is set to 270
• . The stellar parameters are also adopted from Nesvorný et al. (2012) . The priors distributions of the 12 model parameters are given in Table 2 . The distributions were chosen as uninformative with uniform priors. The interval limits of these priors are based on results from Nesvorný et al. (2012) that guarantee that the system is constituted of a transiting and a non-transiting planet and is dynamically stable. The orbital period of the transiting body is well known from the transit fit, so we only consider a very small range of priors around the known value. For the period of the non-transiting planet, we consider an interval of priors that includes the two solutions found by Nesvorný et al. (2012) . The upper limit in eccentricities is set to only 0.4, since higher values cause the code to become too slow and do not provide additional solutions. The upper limit of the impact parameter of the non-transiting planet corresponds to an inclination i P ∼ 70
• . The calculation of the integrals involved in Eq. (A2) requires the use of a numerical method. MultiNest uses a multi-modal nested sampling technique to efficiently compute the evidence integral, and also provides the posterior distributions of the parameters. In our case, the likelihood function (see Appendix A) is defined as
where N = 35 is the number of transits; t obs C,i and t cal C,i are the observed (Table 1 ) and calculated mid-transit times, respectively; and σ i is the uncertainty of t obs C,i . According to Eq. (A1), the best-fit parameters are obtained by maximizing this likelihood function.
RESULTS
Our analysis provides two best-fit solutions that correspond to the two solutions reported in Nesvorný et al. (2012) . The first solution (S1) was obtained for a uniform distribution of the period prior in the interval P c = [40, 70] days. This solution has a maximum likelihood of ln L S1 = 183.42, a reduced χ 2 S1 = 1.96 (for 35 − 12 = 23 degrees of freedom), and a global evidence of ln Z S1 = 125.23. The reduced χ 2 indicates that in principle this is a good fit, but the transit time errors may be underestimated by a factor of ∼ 0.8. Table 3 reports the parameter values corresponding to S1. They were determined from the weighted posteriors calculated by MultiNest. The associated uncertainties are defined by the standard error at the 68.2% confidence level. The orbital elements provided by this solution are astrocentric osculating elements at epoch BJD 55053.2826. The corresponding fit to the TTV signal is shown in Fig. 1 . The posterior distributions of parameters, and the correlations between pairs of parameters, are shown in Fig. 2 . According to solution S1, Kepler-46b is a Jupiter class planet (M b ≃ 0.9 M J ), with a density similar or slightly higher than that of Jupiter. The companion is a Saturn class planet (M c ≃ 0.36 M J ) 2 moving on an outer orbit with P c = 57.325 d.
The period ratio P c /P b = 1.703 indicates that the two planets are close to the 5:3 mean motion resonance, but their orbits are not resonant. This configuration may be part of the trend identified previously where compact planetary systems appear to avoid exact resonances (e.g., Veras & Ford 2012). At least in some cases, this can be explained by tidal dissipation acting in the innermost planet (Lithwick & Wu 2012 , Batygin & Morbidelli 2013 . Kepler-46b, however, is probably too far from its host star for the tidal effects to be important. The orbital eccentricities of the two planets are similar, e b , e c ≃ 0.03, and the mutual inclination of the orbits is I mut = 0.43
• , confirming the nearly circular and nearly coplanar nature of the planetary system. The small mutual inclination is indicates that Kepler-46c may become a transiting planet in the near future (see Section 4.1).
The second solution (S2) Table 4 summarizes some characteristics of the solution S2. For both modes, the mass of Kepler-46c would be larger (M c ≃ 1.9 M J ) than that obtained for the solution S1. The orbital eccentricities of both modes are smaller than for the S1 solution. The orbital period ratio suggested by both modes is P c /P b ≃ 2.42, which places the two planets very close to (but not inside of) the 5:2 mean motion resonance.
Since a ∆χ 2 ∼ 2.25 between solutions S1 and S2 is not statistically significant enough to penalize any of the solutions, we apply Eq. (A3) to compare the global evidences of S1 and S2. The Bayes factor becomes ∆ ln Z = 19.26, suggesting that solution S1 is preferred over S2 with a confidence level of 5.7σ. This argument can be used to rule out solution S2. It is worth stressing that this conclusion is based on the analysis of the TTVs only, while Nesvorný et al. (2012) had to resort to using the TDV constraints to arrive at the same conclusion.
In order to test how sensitive is the Bayes factor is to the choice of prior distributions, we redo the dynamical fits restricting the intervals of the e b , e c priors to U[0, 0.2] and the interval of the P c priors to U [55, 84] . The resulting values of the evidence ln Z of each solution are higher in this case, as expected from Eq. (A2), but the Bayes factor is almost the same: ∆ ln Z = 20.81. This indicates that S1 is still preferred over S2 with a confidence level of 6σ. Then, we can claim that model selection relying on the Bayes factor is not sensitive to the choice of the priors distributions.
Finally, it is worth noting that if we perform the dynamical fits using more than 35 transits, the solutions do not change significantly. At least three of the five discarded transits (corresponding to cycles 0, 5, and 10; see Sect. 2) allow us to estimate mid-transit times, even with large errors. The dynamical fits using these 35 + 3 transits provide again the two solutions S1 and S2, with S2 showing two modes, and the Bayes factor favoring S1. All the parameters of these fits are indistinguishable within 1-σ errors with respect to the parameters reported in Tables 3 and 4 . We conclude that our two-planet model solution S1 is quite robust. Nesvorný et al. (2012) demonstrated that their S1 solution is dynamically stable over 1 Gyr. Since here we obtained slightly larger values of the orbital eccentricities, slightly smaller values of the mutual inclination, and were able to constrain the mass for Kepler-46b, we find it useful to reanalyze the long-term stability of the system. We used the orbits and masses corresponding to the solution S1 (see Table 3 ) and numerically integrated the orbits over 100 Myr using the SWIFT code and a one-day time step. The orbital evolution of the planets in the first 1500 days of this integration is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . The semi-major axes show short-term oscillations with amplitudes never larger than 0.7%. Due to the conservation of the total angular momentum, the eccentricities show anti-correlated oscillations with a period of ≃ 110 years. We note that, for both planets, these oscillations show amplitudes that Table 3 . The best-fit parameters and their errors for the solution S1. The first block reports the transit parameters of Kepler46b obtained from the light-curve analysis. The second block reports the orbital parameters and masses obtained from the dynamical fit. Orbital elements are astrocentric at osculating epoch BJD 55053.2826, the reference plane is the plane at which the impact parameter is 0, and the origin of longitudes is at the line of sight. The third block reports the secondary parameters. iP is the inclination of the planet with respect to the sky plane during transit (cos iP ≃ bP R⋆/aP ); Ip is the inclination of the planetary orbit with respect to the reference plane; Imut is the mutual inclination relative to the orbital plane of Kepler-46b. The last block lists the stellar parameters compiled from Nesvorný et al. (2012 are of the same order of the eccentricity uncertainties reported in Table 3 . This implies that the eccentricities will Table 3 ) also show anti-correlated oscillations with a period of ≃ 83 yr resulting from the precession of the nodal longitudes. In this case, the oscillation amplitude of Kepler-46c is also of the same order of the uncertainty in inclination, but for Kepler-46b the amplitude is about five times larger than the uncertainty. The integration results indicate that the orbits show no signs of chaos, and the planetary system is stable at least over 100 Myr. Our analysis also shows that Kepler-46b should always transit the star, as can be seen from the right panel of Fig. 4 . Kepler-46c, on the other hand, is not currently transiting, but it may start to display transits in a few decades. Once it does, Kepler-46 will be a good target for light curve observations that may lead to the confirmation of Kepler-46c and the determination of its radius and density.
Long-term stability

CONCLUSION
We reanalyzed the Kepler-46 planetary system using a larger number of transits (35) than in Nesvorný et al. (2012) and applying the Bayesian inference to perform a dynamical fit to the measured TTVs. We obtained two possible solutions, but the Bayesian evidence allows us to rule out one of them without the use of TDVs as in Nesvorný et al. (2012) . The availability of a larger number of transits allows us to determine the mass Kepler-46b, and constrain its density.
We confirm that the TTVs signal is well reproduced by a system of two planets on nearly circular and coplanar orbits, with periods of P b ≃ 33.6 days and P c ≃ 57.3 days, respectively. This means that the two planets are close to, but not inside of, the 5:3 mean motion resonance. With the radius of Kepler-46b determined from the photometric light curve, R b ≃ 0.85 R J , and the new mass determination M b ≃ 0.9 M J , we can constrain its density to be ∼ 2 g cm −3 . This indicates, consistently with its Jupiter-like mass, that Kepler-46b has a significant gas component. No density estimate can be inferred for the non-transiting companion Kepler-46c, but the estimated mass M c ≃ 0.36 M J indicates a Saturn-class planet. Interestingly, our new fit indicates that Kepler-46c should start transiting the host star in a few decades.
APPENDIX
A. BAYESIAN INFERENCE
In order to find the best-fit parameters to the observed mid-transit times, we apply a powerful statistics tool that relies on the Bayes rule: This rule gives the posterior distribution P (θ|d, M ) of the parameters θ, for the model M , and gives the data d, in terms of the likelihood distribution function L(d|θ, M ) within a given set of prior distribution π(θ, M ). The expression is normalized by the so-called Bayesian evidence Z(d|M ). We recall that in this formula, the prior and the evidence represent probability distributions, while the likelihood is a function that generate the data d given the parameter θ. The prior is the probability of the parameters θ that is available before making any observation, in other words, it is our state of knowledge of the parameters of the model before considering any new observational data d. The evidence is the probability of the data d given the model M , integrated over the whole space of parameter θ as defined by the prior distribution. This is also referred to as the marginal likelihood, and it is given by
For parameter estimation, the Bayesian evidence simply enters as a normalization constant that can be neglected, as in most cases it seeks to maximum posterior values. However, in the case of having competing models, Bayes rule penalizes them via model selection, and in this case, the Bayesian evidence is relevant. For example, consider two models M 1 and M 2 ; then, the ratio of the posterior probabilities, also known as posterior odds, is given by
Therefore, the posterior odds of the two models is proportional to the ratio of their respective evidences, which is called the Bayes factor. The proportionality becomes an equality when the ratio of the prior probabilities (or prior odds) of the two models is 1.
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